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Marchers call for Local

Climate Action
On Friday, September 25th, concerned community

members of Fargo-Moorhead, including Concordia

students, gathered at Island park to participate in a

climate march to demand the FM area declare a

climate emergency. Protesters mades stops at

Fargo City Hall, Senator John Hoven's Office, and

The Forum Building, before  ending back at Island

Park. The march, hosted by Red River Valley

Climate Action, included Indigenous speakers

sharing messages of intersectionality on climate

issues, land acknowledgement, and advocacy.

Marchers were fueled by passion for justice,

holding signs with messages encouraging

immediate action. Participants of all ages showed

up because they are concerned for the direction

our world is headed and they know it is important

to speak up. For upcoming events, like and follow

Red River Valley Climate Action on Facebook.

On Oct. 20th-22nd, the Association for the

Advancement of Sustainability in Higher

Education (AASHE) hosted it's annual

conference in a virtual format. Due to the

change of format, and resulting lower costs,

Concordia was able to send nine student

representatives on fully paid scholarships

provided by the SGA Sustainability Fund. 

During the conference, students learned

about a wide variety of sustainability topics

around the theme of "A Just Transition."

Although the conference was virtual, the

students shared in their experience by

staying in touch using slack and attending

two  virtual meetings with the Concordia

cohort. Ultimately student left with resources,

inspiration, and ideas on how to make

Concordia more just and sustainable. 

Students Attend Global
Sustainability Conference

systematic impacts of

food waste. He

encouraged audience

members to use

leftovers, be creative

in creating recipes,

and think critically

about their role in the

food waste problem.

Food for Thought
This fall Concordia hosted a virtual version of

symposium under the theme "Food for Good."

Many of this year's sessions were woven with

themes of sustainability whether social, economic,

or environmental, but one of the keynotes that

stood out in this regard is food waste expert

Jonathan Bloom. This is Jonathan's second visit to

Concordia, the first of which was to launch the

college's food waste reduction initiative: Taste Not

Waste. Jonathan's thought provoking talk

encouraged people to consider the 
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Coming up!

@cordsustainability

Concordia College Sustainability

Follow Us!
Election Day Nov. 3rd

Residence Hall Electricity Competition - Nov. 2nd -15th

Carbon-Free Concordia Collaborative Launch Meeting -

Wed. Nov. 18th @ 7pm via Zoom 

Teamwork Makes the
Dream Work
Making sustainability a key part of the

sustainability culture is no small task. That is

why the Sustainability Office has over 17 paid

student positions throughout the academic

year and summer to keep all your favorite

sustainability programs and initiatives

running strong! The student staff helps with

everything from fixing up the COBBikes to

tracking data for our annual greenhouse gas

emissions report. 

One of the best things about the field of

sustainability is its interdisciplinary nature.

Students who work in the sustainability

office don't have to be seeking a degree in

environmental studies or sustainability. In

fact, the office seeks to hire students from

across the college because it increases the

diversity of knowledge that can be applied

to solving problems and developing ideas. 

McKinley Siegle, a Concordia senior, is

currently working as the office's Data and

Analytics Intern, and has previously worked

as a garden intern. When asked why he has

decided to work for the sustainability office

he said, "I decided to work for sustainability

because I see it as the future [...] The work

and change that’s occurring right now

directly impacts future generations, and I

want to be somebody who heralded that

change in."

Applications for summer 2021 and 2021-22

academic year internships will open up in

March.

corporations accountable for their contributions to

climate change. These large business are the

strongest contributors to climate change and leave

some of the biggest carbon footprints, so by

advocating for transparency about their impact, we

can work towards creating honesty in the fight for

climate justice.

When it comes to education about topics of

sustainability, Kurt believes education is only the

first step. “The trick is finding ways to implement

those habits in daily life,” Kurt explains. He stresses

the importance of education and the awareness

that  it brings to sustainability issues, but then

encourages involvement in sustainability efforts.

Ultimately, supporting the causes requires action

and follow through.

Bee Campus Logo Competition Winner
In October, the Sustainability Office hosted a logo contest to bring awareness to its

newly obtained Bee Campus certification. The Concordia community voted on the

various logo submissions, and sophomore Kelly Lorenz was announced as the winner

of the contest! Kelly’s logo will help spread the awareness of the recent certification

and will be used to engage students in Concordia’s Bee Campus efforts. Be sure to

look out for updates about events or publicity about pollinator focused events and

activities!

This month’s

Sustainability Student

Leader is Kurt

Manning. Kurt is a

Junior double

majoring in Biology

and Environmental

Studies with a minor

in Religion, and is a

member of the

Concordia Choir and

Concordia Outdoor

Recreation Club. In

his own research, Kurt

is a strong advocate

for holding large


